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Movement
All that is important is this one moment in movement.  
Make the moment important, vital, and worth living. 

Do not let it slip away unnoticed and unused. 

 –Martha Graham
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Sacred Spaces Bodywork
Restore the flow of health within you

What if each moment of pain
was really only a way our hearts 
beckon us to make life changes?

Call for Appointment, Information
Dodie Corcoran NCTMB, CST

815-337-5704

Woodstock www.rebeccasmithhill.com

847-438-1070
Psychic Guidance by appointment

Rebecca is a gi�ed and profound intuitive
guide, coach, and spirit healer.

You can consult with her in con�dence.
—Sonia Choquette

Rebecca Hill
Intuitive   Healer    Speaker

Six Sensory 
Practioner 

Level III

Professional 
Leader 

and Teacher

credit cards accepted

• $30-  20 minute phone reading 
• Hour & 1/2-Hour readings in 
 person or over the phone
• Personal Mentoring and Coaching

Email readings for $20!

To schedule a treatment or to register for class, 
contact Kathy Georgen at 847-687-7886 

or kathy@rainbowhealer.com

H E A L I N G  C E N T E R  

I N T E G R A T I V E

Services
•  Healing Treatments • Distance Healing 
•  Akashic Readings • Space Clearing

Weekly Guided Meditations 
Mondays, 7:30 pm, Lake Villa Office
34930 Rt 45, Ste 203, Lake Villa, IL

CDs of these meditations are available!

Upcoming Class 
ARCH Master Class, November 14-15

Free Treatments available November 23rd 
by appointment only. Call for information.

Dont’ miss this great opportunity! 

Grand
Opening!
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A free publication celebrating  
your evolving spirit.

Issue Thirty Seven, November, 2009

Check out our Website!
We’ve got a great Calendar of Events 
up there (you can sign up to receive 
it monthly as an email!), all the past 
issues of the magazine that you can 
download, as well as info on how to 
sign up to have Evolving Your Spirit  
delivered to your home if you like.

The next issue of Evolving Your Spirit 
will be available Jan. 15.  
Our theme will be Grace.

Please write in with your ideas and comments 
to debbie@evolvingyourspirit.com. Thanks!

©2009 Dimensions in Media, Inc. All rights reserved. Evolving Your Spirit is a registered trade-
mark of Dimensions in Media, Inc. We do not endorse the products or services and are not 
responsible for any claims made in advertisements. We reserve the right to refuse advertis-
ing which we feel is not compatible with our intention. No part of this publication may be 
reprinted without permission from the publisher. The goal of Evolving Your Spirit is to create 
abundance in all levels for everyone who participates for the highest good of all concerned 
by serving as a catalyst for connection.

To place an ad in Evolving Your Spirit, please call Debbie at 847-726-2093, visit www.evolving- 
yourspirit.com or email kim@evolvingyourspirit.com for information and ad rates.

Movement...
Welcome to the Movement issue. As usual, a word with many  
possibilities. Physical movement, moving from a stuck place  
emotionally, a group movement toward a cause or purpose...   
All good. Stagnation is the opposite of movement and that has never 
been what I am looking for. I almost said bad, but who knows? All 
is necessary, right? We just choose what we choose and then let the 
consequences play out. And that is a topic for another issue!  

We’ve covered a smorgasbord of points of view, and you can choose what you feel aligned 
with and what doesn’t ring your bell, so to speak. I’m happy to report that Evolving Your 
Spirit is moving along and growing. I am getting a lot more emails and calls from readers 
and I love it. Keeps me going— to connect with you and hear how our community is 
receiving what we put out there and offering feedback.

This is the last issue of 2009. Hard to believe we are entering 2010 and yet here we go. I 
love the number. Feels very powerful to me, and balanced. I have a good feeling that this 
will be a big year with a lot of growth, energy and movement. What went on with the 
economy wasn’t pleasant for a lot of us, and like it or not a big shift was created. So many 
changes in the way people are spending money, saving money and resources, and creating 
some things themselves. More movement. It feels like we are done worrying and ready to 
move forward. The space gave a lot of us some time (like it or not) to reflect on what we are 
wanting to create, and the gifts we want to share and put out there. 

At year end I love to reflect on the year past, review the lessons learned and put a rough 
sketch together in my mind of what I’m wanting the new year to include. A lot of times I 
write down what I’m letting go from the old year on scraps of paper, and then I burn them, 
and let go of all of it with the smoke as it takes it away. Then I write my intentions and 
wishes for the new year on more scraps of paper and burn those. Letting go of the rigidness 
of my expectations and allowing the universe to bring me my highest good.

As you move through the space from one year to another, I wish you all the health, joy, 
peace and abundance you are ready to receive. 

Until next year,

Debbie Mackall, Editor and Publisher 

TM

Sign up to receive our  
Monthly Calendar of Events!

It’s sent to your email address 
on the first of every month, and 
contains of all kinds of great 
events and classes happening in 
and around the Chicago area. 
Don’t miss out! 

www.evolvingyourspirit.com
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Through my healing practices, I have found 

that many people are afraid to feel their emo-

tions, especially negative vibrations such as 

sadness, anger, and fear. 

For instance, one of my clients claims 
that she cannot cry. She cognitively 
knows that she is sad, but she can-
not internally touch her sadness. If 
she touches the sadness, she feels as 
if she slips off, free falling, into bot-
tomless despair. She is not alone, is 
she? We are afraid of rage, because 
we feel that immense terror is wait-
ing in concealment. We are afraid to 
confront our emotions that are like 
demons below the barrier.

Repressing emotions, unfortunately, 
exacerbates the severity, bitterness, 
or violence of those vibrations. You 
can become irritable if you avoid 
feeling anger; and may become hys-
terical if you avoid feeling your sad-

ness. I feel you need to cry out when 
you feel sad, rather than to resist the 
need to cry out. In my experience, 
your emotions should be discharged 
in a healthy way. It appears not co-
incidental to me; the world emotion 
is composed of the prefix “e” and the 
stem “motion.” E-motion means to 
move out. Emotion should move.

I know you need to move out of and 
with your emotions, because motion, 
in my eyes, is the fundamental nature 
of the universe. I believe, as your na-
ture is congruent with the nature of 
the universe, your being is supported 
by the universe, and you will be bal-
anced and fulfilled. 

In this regard, I would like to discuss 
a little bit about Isaac Newton, an 
English physicist in the 17th-18th 
centuries.

Present day spiritual seekers argue 
that Newton proposed a materialistic 
and mechanistic world view, which 
eventually leads to a secular life style 
in the modern world. Newton is quite 
unpopular in the metaphysical com-

munity today. However, I would like 
to cast the light on his significant 
contribution to humanity. His law of 
inertia suggested that an object stays 
in motion unless an external force 
resists it. It implies that movement is 
a natural state of everything in the 
universe. 

This is really a revolutionary idea. 

Our common sense assumes that 
a static state is natural and normal, 
while a dynamic state is special. We 
think that special efforts are neces-
sary to move things. We need to push 
hard to move a couch, for instance. 
Newton presented the opposite 
view. We need special efforts to stop 
the movement of matter. If nothing 
tries to stop it, it keeps moving. Mo-
tion is a natural state of the universe. 
I sincerely support this idea.

Probably, ancient Chinese people 
knew this nature of the universe. 
To regain the balance within you, 
their medicine focuses on the flow 
of blood and of the life force energy, 
called Chi. If there is restriction in its 
flow, or it is stagnated, you become 
vulnerable to illness. As the water of 
the river stays clean as long as it is 
running, you will be clear, when the 
essences of your being are flowing.

When one experiences acupuncture, 
he or she usually feels a tingling  
sensation running through the body. 
Chinese medicine helps to regain 
the natural movement of blood  
and energy.

Nowadays, many people are begin-
ning to accept this energetic view of 
the human body. We are not ordi-
nary pieces of clay but a substance 
that has been infused with Spirit and 
charged with the life force energy. 

by Masaru KatoE-motion
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Join Linda for her 
weekly Heart

Centered Groups  
at INNER BALANCE 

(with “3rd Thursday” 
free) Please call for 
more information.

Linda Kroll, 
JD, LCPC 

As a therapist, I help individuals and couples communicate with honesty and 
compassion.

As an attorney, I offer empathic guidance, support and options to individuals 
considering divorce.

As a mediator, I believe families need not be “broken,” but can be peacefully 
“re-structured”.

847-914-0560     400 Lake Cook Road, Ste 217     Deerfield      www.lindakroll.com

Learn how to reconnect or disconnect with respect 
and live with inner balance and peace

Compassionate Healing and Personal Growth

People are not only doing physical 
exercises for stimulating the flow 
of blood and bodily fluids, but also 
taking care of their energetic states 
through Yoga, Tai-chi, Qi-gong, 
Reiki, etc. 

Here, however, I would like to point 
out that I don’t think that enough at-
tention is paid to our emotions. My 
energetic state reflects my emotional 
state, and vice versa. At a deeper lev-
el of my being, there is no difference 
between emotion and energy. They 
are the same. 

When we are excited, our energy lev-
el rises. When we become depressed, 
it falls. Therefore, it is important to 
note, as you repress your emotions, 
you are actually limiting the flow of 
your life force energy as well. You 
do not realize this repression until 
the energy stagnation causes some 
severe physical problems. The ques-
tion to ask is; “How much do you 
allow your emotions to move out?” 
In other words, “How deeply do you 
feel your own emotions?”

As I stated in the beginning, people 
are afraid to feel the depth of their 
emotions. 

From the standpoint of one’s ego, it 
appears chaotic or even harmful if it 
touches the emotions that resonated 
with immense strong vibrations. It 
seems to be like that small fish (ego) 
is afraid to be swallowed by a whale 
(emotions). In some sense, the task of 
ego is to prevent it from happening, 
for the sake of its own preservation. 
Thus, you cannot allow yourself to 
feel your emotions deeply, because 
it means for your ego to give up its 
duty of self-protection.

Here, we can find a dilemma. On one 
hand, you need to be in touch with 
your emotions in order to be alive. 
The flow of emotions and energy 
are the essences of life. On the other 
hand, however, it is difficult to let 
the emotions move out, because of 
the resistance of ego. To overcome 
this dilemma, there is a requirement 
of having an enlightened awareness. 
As you fully realize your own infinite 
awareness, what many call the “True 
Self,” you can let go of the control 
of the ego. From that infinite aware-
ness, nothing is threatening you. You 
will gain full access to your emo-
tions. I am not saying that you need 
to be enlightened to feel and move 
out your emotions. But, some level of 
spiritual transformation is necessary 
to let your essence flow freely.

Whether or not the ego gives up 
its control, is the key to discharg-
ing your emotions in a healthy 
way, which does not harm yourself 
and anyone else. Alexander Lowen, 
Ph.D., a founder of Bioenergetics, 
states, “Healthy emotional expres-
sions never take the form of hysteri-
cal outbursts. They are ego syntonic, 

that is, the feeling is expressed with 
the full support of the ego. As the re-
sult, the movement which expresses 
the feeling is unified and total.” The 
ego’s consent to your essence, ener-
gy and emotion, is required to allow 
them flow. 

That is not an easy task; however, 
I assure you that you can do it. We 
all have experienced the surge of 
anger, the melting sensation of love, 
and the streaming of pleasure. These 
internal movements are the essence 
of life. It is our nature.  We need to 
let our nature operate us, rather than 
to have the ego control us, putting 
us into the repressed and depressed 
state. b

Masaru Kato is an 

energy healer and 

a spiritual teacher, 

offering transfor-

mational workshops 

throughout the year. You can reach him at 

847-989-4261, or info@atmanwellbeing.

com. Please check his web site at: http://

www.atmanwellbeing.com
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Aura Photos

Meditation Classes/CDs

Raindrop Technique

Tuning Fork Therapy

Counseling
Classes

Treatments

EMPOWERMENT is regaining the 
control necessary to direct the 

outcome of your life

Also Available:

REIKI assists humans & animals 
in self-healing the symptoms 

& causes of dis-ease 

Call 847-488-0041
or visit 

www.empoweryourspirit.net

Rivian Wolf, MA, LPC, BCPC, NCC, RMT, MEPH 
combines traditional counseling 
methods with holistic modalities 

to assist in regaining and
retaining one’s PERSONAL POWER

provide information to help guide 
one along life’s path. Individual 

AURA PHOTO Interpretations
 and AURA PHOTO PARTIES 

are available.

I can remember the first time I had 
a glimpse of inner peace. I was run-
ning along the lakefront, as I do just 
about every morning. For several 
weeks, I had been contemplating the 
circumstances of my life. This day, 
in the middle of my run, something 
inside of me told me to stop and 
pause and look out at the water. At 
that moment, I found myself totally 
submerged in the beauty of the scen-
ery. The water was such a deep shade 
of blue and the sky was so crisp and 
azure. As I lost myself in the beautiful 
scene, this feeling came over me—a 
feeling I had not quite felt before. I 
was happy; not an ecstatic kind of 
happy, but a peaceful kind of happy. 
Then I thought to myself, how can I 
be happy if nothing really happened 
to me? My life was still the same. I 
was broke, single and struggling to 
finish my dissertation, but despite all 
that, for just that moment, I found 
authentic happiness. 

But it was better than happiness, I 
had found inner peace. For that one 
beautiful point in time, I was truly 
in the moment and the moment was 
perfect because I had accepted it for 
what it truly was. In that moment, 
I was not thinking of all the things 
that were wrong because, in essence, 
at that moment, those things did not 
exist. I felt that although everything 
is not where I would like it to be and I 
could accept it. I finally accepted my 
life exactly the way that it was and 
dropped the pain that stemmed from 
judging about how things weren’t at 
that point. I felt that the place that 
I belonged was right here and right 
now. I trusted that everything was 
going to be okay and that this place 
that I was in right at that very mo-

ment was part of my journey. I finally 
got it. Right then and there, in the 
middle of the bike path along Lake 
Shore Drive, I finally got it. 

It was not the pursuit of happiness 
that I needed, which I had deluded 
myself to believe. I needed to feel 
peaceful. I needed to calm all those 
feelings inside of me that were driv-
ing me crazy. I needed to trust that 
I would be fine even in the midst of 
the mess that was my life. All I had 
to do was decide to let go of it; let go 
of what I thought my life should be, 
let go of trying to change things and 
let go of the pain. It was so simple, 
but yet so profound. I realized that 
inner peace is something that I had 
been searching for my whole life and 
I never quite knew it until one chilly 
Chicago morning. I knew I never 
wanted to release. Now don’t get me 
wrong, there was a long journey that 
transpired before this epiphany, but 
this, this was the pivotal moment. It 
was at that moment that everything 
came to together and I realized just 
how simple inner peace can be. Here 
are some of the lessons that I remind 
myself on a daily basis to maintain 
this state of peace. 

Life lesson # 1: We only have con-
trol over ourselves.
Many of us struggle with finding in-
ner peace, because we desire to con-
trol external factors, such as other 
people and the condition around us. 
During times of adversity, it is wise 
to remember the serenity prayer; 
“Grant me the serenity to accept the 
things that I cannot change, change 
the things I can, and the wisdom to 
know the difference.” Let’s examine 
it. “Grant me the serenity to accept 

by Christine SamyciaMoving Ahead
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Donna Ann Cornille,"Kunia", RN, C-AK, C-MAHT, CLYL

Energy Medicine Practitioner

To Bridge with Grace,
a Healing Harbor

222 Waukegan  •  Glenview  •  847-657-1600  •  www.nshealing.com

Holistic Therapies and Remedies 
Designed to Harmonize the 
Vibrational Patterns of our 
Energetic Field Surrounding 
the Physical Body

Aligning Ebb and Flow Rhythms to Create Tides of Wellness Waves in Your Ocean of Life

Serving You With "Aloha Spirit" and Rainbow Radiance

the things I cannot change.” This 
means the world around us; in fact, 
it is possibly everything but our-
selves. “Change the things I can.” 
This takes into consideration how I 
look at things and react to the ex-
ternal world. “And the wisdom to 
know the difference.” This calls us to 
continually understand that we have 
little or no control over anything ex-
cept ourselves. Often, we are upset, 
angry, sad, frustrated, etc. due to our 
desire to have control over situations 
or other people. If we learn to relin-
quish control over external factors, 
we can attain a sense of peace. It is 
important to deal with things as they 
come without any negative emotions 
attached. Once we have attached 
negative emotions, inner peace is 
lost. Although we have an impact on 
the world around us, at the present 
moment, it is important is to accept 
our present as it is because our pres-
ent is just as it is supposed to be. The 
only thing that we can control in the 
present is ourselves, and how we re-
act to situations and what actions we 
choose to take.

Life lesson # 2: Letting go of our ex-
pectations and desires. 
Our suffering is primarily created by 
our desires and expectations. Think 
about your current situation. List all 
the reasons that you are not feeling 
at peace. When you examine this 
list, most, if not all of the items on 
the list involve desires or expecta-
tions. We have expectations of how 
things “should be.” We have a picture 
of how our life should be, how our 
family should be, how others should 
treat us, how much money we should 
be making, what job we should 

have, etc. These expectations 
are what create our suffering  
because, frequently, our pres-
ent does not resemble what 
we think it should. We 
become victims of the 
images we create and 
the thoughts that we 
have about how things 
should be, which creates 
un-peacefulness. 

Inner peace is achieved when we 
lose our attachment to our desires 
and can see the reality in our current 
situation without judgment. You can 
find peace and appreciate what is in-
stead of lamenting what is not. Let-
ting go of expectations and desires 
can be quite profound, leading you 
to feel at peace with your present. 
It is important to keep in mind that 
you and your life are exactly how 
they are supposed to be at the pres-
ent time. This may be a difficult idea 
to grasp during a time of adversity, 
however, it is important to keep in 
mind that there is a reason the uni-
verse has created the situation you 
are in right now. And instead of judg-
ing it, realize that at some time you 

will under-
stand the lesson 
that is to be learned. 

A thought to keep in 
mind, and something of which I 
continually remind myself, is, “My 
life is (or I am) perfect, with all of 
its (my) imperfections. I have exact-
ly everything I need right now. My 
life is exactly how it needs to be at 
the present.” Once we let go of our 
expectations and desires, we can ac-
cept our present. This does not mean 
that we don’t do anything about our 
current situation. It means that we 
do what we can at the present time 
without feeling a negative emotion. 
Even during the most trying times, 
it is important to accept the present 
for what and how it is without judg-
ment. Even in the most trying times, 
it is important to embrace the present 
exactly how it is and trust that what 
we are going through in the moment 
is important for personal growth. 

Continues on following page
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connecting
withangels

by Blake Cahoon

Together with your angels 
you can begin to create the 
life you truly desire.
These and other Cahoon
selections can be found at:
www.AmethystMoon.com,
or call  847-731-0614.

Continued from previous page .

Life lesson #3: Living in the present
We rarely live in the moment. We 
are either lamenting over the past, 
worrying about the future or judging 
our present. Think about the mo-
ment that you are in at this minute. 
You are reading this article. The mo-
ment is (hopefully) peaceful. When 
is this peacefulness interrupted? It is 
when you break away from the mo-
ment and start thinking about the 
list of things you should be doing 
instead of reading? This is judging 
the present. Or is it when you start 
wondering about what needs to be 
done later. This is living in the fu-
ture. Once you leave the moment, 
you are no longer feeling peaceful. 
Living in the future causes anxiety. 
Hurt, sadness, guilt, and resentment 
occur when we live in the past. Here 
is the irony. Both past and future do 
not exist. The only thing that truly 
exists is the moment that you are in 
right now. Yesterday only exists in 
our thoughts; therefore, it is not real. 
The future certainly does not exist. If 
we really think about it, how healthy 
is it to be preoccupied by something 
that does not exist— the past and 
the future? 

The moment is precious because that 
is all we really have. Ask yourself, are 

you frequently rushing through life, 
only focusing on the future? Are you 
frequently judging the present mo-
ment in a critical way? Are you fre-
quently upset about the past? You 
are probably thinking: Well, what 
do I do if the moment is terrible? It is 
important to acknowledge the situa-
tion for what it is, accept it without 
judging, and decide what you can 
do right now to deal with the situa-
tion at hand. Judging your reality is 
only keeping you from finding peace 
within the moment.

As the Maharaji said, “We are trying 
to satisfy our external needs, but that 
is what we don’t want. We want an 
internal Knowledge; we want some-
thing that is within, inside of us; we 
want that inner peace. This is a natu-
ral instinct. We are born with that in-
stinct within us that we are all look-
ing for something in this world. We 
are all looking, desperately looking.” 
My wish for you is that you embark 
on your own unique journey of dis-
covering inner peace and experience 
a breakthrough of radical acceptance 
that will change your life. b

Christine Samycia has recently released  
her book Inspiration for a meaningful 
and authentic life! and can be reached at  
312-285-5287.

www.sullivanhypnotherapy.com  •  115 S. Wilke Rd, Arlington Hts

Hypnosis Works!

Diane Sullivan, M.S., C.H.

Help your body • Help your mind

Weight loss  •  Stress Reduction
Pain Management  •  More!

847-222-0022

Psychotherapy for individuals, 
couples and groups 

Life Coaching

Inspirational
Inspiration for a meaningful
and authentic life!

Institute for

living

www.inspirationalliving.org

Contact Christina Samycia, PsyD 
for your first FREE ½ hour consultation

(312) 285-5287 • Chicago

8

815-276-7173  |  www.holessence.com

Whatever you are not changing,
you are choosing.

Laurie Buchanan is available

to take you from where you are,

to where you want to be, 

body mind and spirit.
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Earlier this year I went fishing with a friend 
that insisted on using night crawlers because 
that is all he has ever used. Having fished 
with anything from kernels of corn to stink 
bait I knew a trick or three so I suggested we 
find wax worms for our next fishing adven-
ture. He bought me a bag of rubber worms 
and said “Well, they’re not wax but I think 
this might work the same.” I couldn’t help but 
laugh at this seasoned fishing pro. We found 
a local shop that sold wax worms, I ex-
plained the differences and we headed out to 
land the biggest fish in Horsetail lake. Well, I 
ended up only catching frogs but the experi-
ence taught me a great deal about life.

Wax worms are funny little hairless things 
that resemble maggots and undergo meta-
morphosis, thus turning into small annoying 
moths. They’re no longer than a thumbnail 
and are light yellowish tan. Right before 
they change they begin to get darker in color 
and are virtually useless for fishing. The 
change happens so quickly that you may 
buy a small cup of wax worms but get to the 
lake with half a dozen moths wiggling their 
winged way through the wood chips they’re 
packed in.

Change in life can be just as sudden 
and we may find ourselves banking 
on the consistency of familiarity in 
what we have grown accustomed to 
for so long that the changes sweep us 
off our feet. These changes have the 
power to rip apart our lives if we let 
them, but we also have the choice to 
let them take place and utilize them 
for the wisdom we gain as much as 
the experience they bring.

Sometimes we see loss as bad luck 
and allow that to stomp us out before 
we even light our fuse. When we 
wake every morning, why not suck 

in that first big breath and step 
outside the front door to greet the 
day. We take great risks that come 
with the rewards and failures only 
true effort brings. Instead of acting 
foolish we must make educated de-
cisions so the risks are worth the 
end results. Even when we cannot 
truly know the outcome of our 
choices we must have faith and 
trust our judgment for without 
true faith in ourselves what more 
can the world see in us?

When we give of ourselves we 
lose bits and pieces of what 
make us who and what we are 
but what we gain is far greater. We 
shed the skin of old thought to grow 
into the undercoat of new experience 
and knowledge. We must be cautious 
to hold onto the essentials in life lest 
we find ourselves poor in spirit and 
pocketbook as well. Know where to 
spend the most important resources 
you have before you make invest-
ments that will bring you no yield.

When we try to accept that this 
world is ever changing around us we 
may be adamant to letting go of old 
ways of life. Traditions evolve into 
something we are unfamiliar with 
but we have so much to learn in ac-
cepting the beauty of new ideas for 
what they are. Every step forward is 
progress, no matter how small the 
step. All that is meant to be will find 
a way. We must be patient in our 
desire for understanding for truly 
meaningful change does not happen 
over night. Life is like a Chia pet, not 
the play-doh hair styler.

Without change life becomes far too 
routine and boring. Ideas fester and 
stagnate and when people become 
bored with life they make rash deci-
sions. Instead of striking out at life for 

being the way it is, lose the baggage 
of mediocrity at the airport during 
your voyage through life and wing 
it. Live every day with the thought 
that you will learn something new 
and find beauty no matter how ugly 
you may feel, both inside and out. 
There is beauty everywhere and it 
evolves just as we do.

We must never lose hope that there 
is a life beyond the death of the 
traditional thoughts of past genera-

tions. Our grandparents may 
tell us stories of how we have it 

too easy but they do not know 
our struggles because they may 

be so set in their ways. When they 
had to walk in the snow uphill and 
downhill life was much simpler and 
struggles were still struggles, no mat-
ter how small they may seem to us 
today. In a world where we fight to 
stay up to date on current technol-
ogy and the rising costs to keep up 
with the Joneses we may never know 
snow up to our ears but we do know 
society can bare on us just the same. 
Everyone struggles.

If we stop on the tracks of life the 
train of change will not only crush us 
flat but leave us behind as well. Even 
if you cautiously clutch the rails of 
the caboose you’re going along for 
the ride. I say, don’t be left in the dust 
of societal transformation. When we 
all get together and work towards 
the common good of positive prog-
ress we move at a much steadier pace 
we can all keep up with. b

Jamie Thornton writers for Examiner.com 

where she writes on the common sense appli-

cations of the nondenominational approach 

to spreading the teachings of Tarot for spiri-

tual growth and personal evolution of mind 

and soul.

Moving Along by Jamie Thornton
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When I first contemplated the theme 
MOVEMENT for this month’s issue, 
I felt certain that I would focus on the 
importance of physical movement 
as a portal for direct divine connec-
tion. Physical movement can be of 
great assistance in releasing mental 
and emotional blocks that leave us 
stymied and resistant to our own in-
ner knowing. When my children feel 
anxious or confused as to their next 
life choice, I often prescribe physical 
movement such as dancing, walking, 
or raking as an antidote to clear the 
head and hear the voice of the soul. 

While physical movement is a gate-
way to introspection and expanded 
spiritual connection, it is also impor-
tant to recognize it as a reflection of 
the energetic movement that is oc-
curring behind the scenes at all times. 
I am speaking about the movement 
that creates physical reality. This is 
the movement that manifests inten-
tions. This is the movement that 
shapes thoughts, words, and choices 
into future life experience. I believe 
that if you offer your children insight 
into energetic movement,  they may 
begin to understand and utilize the 
unseen, yet deeply felt divine pres-
ence that runs through all things.

In describing energetic movement 
to your children, water can be a very 
useful analogy. The ocean is a large 
body of water that flows at all times 

and cannot be stopped by anything 
or anyone. Each wave with its unique 
subtleties is an integral part of the 
ocean, but must ebb and flow with 
the larger aspect of itself just the 
same. We are also individual aspects 
of a divine essence that is continually 
moving and flowing in one direction. 
We can either be the wave, and crest 
and wane in unison with the whole, 
or we can attempt to resist the cur-
rent and defy natural movement with 
great effort and manipulation. No 
matter which course we choose— 
one of allowing or resistance— just 
like the water the natural movement 
cannot ever be completely stopped. 
The same is true of the energy used to 
shape physical reality. We can indeed 
move against the current by refusing 
to follow deep inner sensings that 
keep us aligned with divine flow or 
we can begin to make conscious life 
choices that mirror our authenticity 
and move unencumbered by external 
voices toward a desired future.

In order to harness the ebb and flow 
of universal energies, I have found 
that you must become more intimate 
with your own interior. The energy 
that you are in is what you offer the 
world, and ultimately determines 
your physical reality. It is of utmost 
importance to be consistently aware 
of your own state of being. What lies 
beneath the surface of your exterior 
persona? A vibration of true joy, ap-

Movement and the Family
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Christine Sonnen, ATP 847-438-2529 

Get in touch with your inner self 
and build a more positive environment 

within and around you.
•  Reconnective Healing® 

•  Intuitive Coaching 
•  DNA Theta Healing
•  Commanding Wealth

Experience healing beyond anything you’ve 
read about, thought about, dreamed about– 

The Reconnection™
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preciation, love, empowerment and 
freedom feels light, peaceful, fluid, 
and clear within your body. It is a 
feeling of well-being, non-resistance, 
and quickened energetic movement. 
A heightened state of being signals 
a time for action. Your vibration re-
flects alignment with universal ener-
gies, and synchronicities should be 
acted upon at this time with enthu-
siasm. In other words, you can teach 
your children to strike while the iron 
is hot as they quite literally surge 
with the flow of universal energetic 
movement and harness the power to 
create sustainable energy around a 
desired physical outcome.

On the other hand, when you are 
moving against divine direction 
offered as intuition and deep in-
ner knowing, your vibration feels 
blocked, dense, uneasy, and heavy. 
The actual cellular movement deep 
within the body feels slowed down 
and almost stagnant. At this time, 
taking a pause and moving into a 
phase of non-action is the preferable 
choice. Soul work becomes impera-
tive here; quiet downtime allows for 
reflection and excavation of under-
lying beliefs, perceptions, habitual 
patterns, and overall paradigms that 

may be creating blocked energy 
within the whole system. These 
times of slower movement provide 
rejuvenation for the soul and are to 
be viewed as an important part of the 
process. At this time, children must 
be encouraged to allow themselves 
the necessary time for inner work. 
Alone time coupled with physical 
movement may be ideal for this leg 
of the journey; something that they 
can consistently rely on to tap into 
inner knowing. 

By simply paying closer attention to 
your own interior rather than outside 
sources, you create an intimacy with 
yourself that will permeate and direct 
life choices. Over time, you will ef-
fortlessly feel in your deepest space 
the divine flow of energy of which 
you are a multi-faceted part. An inner 
knowing as to your state of being in 
relation to universal energetic move-
ment is a hallmark of conscious living 
that can become the basis for creat-
ing the physical reality of choice. 
It is important to speak openly and 
consciously to your children of the 
energetic movement occurring at 
all times right below the surface of 

South India

Women’s Ayurveda
Retreat

February 5-18, 2010

Receive personal Ayurvedic treatment
and join a small group of women for an 
amazing, once-in-a-lifetime experience
of traditional Ayurveda in South India.

to learn more, visit

www.AyurvedaTrip.com

Visit the site or speak with Sandy Bachman, 
Ayurveda Practitioner and Pancha Karma 

Specialist at echosofprema@aol.com
630-624-6417

Make Li fe Juicy!

reality. Through your support, shar-
ing, modeling, and daily discussions, 
your children will gain an expanded 
perspective of life experiences. In-
clude your family as you uncover 
the gems hidden in the inner linings 
of your soul. Share with your family 
your capacity to determine times of 
action and non-action. Most impor-
tantly, I hope you assist your chil-
dren in making life choices that are 
in alignment with all that they know 
to be true for them.  b

Annie Burnside is a parent, educator, and 
professional soul nurturer, residing in the 
Chicago area. As a soul nurturer, she helps 
others to awaken to their own spiritual truths 
by providing spiritual support and encour-
agement. www.annieburnside.com
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I can recall as a child, my friends 
would try to fool me with this little 
joke, as they would ask, “What is the 
longest distance in the whole world?” 
Of course, my answer usually sound-
ed something like, “The Sun” or “Plu-
to”. My friends would then end up 
roaring with laughter, eagerly telling 
me I was wrong. Soon, they would 
give me the punch line saying, “…the 
longest distance ever is the distance 
between your head and your heart”. 
Although they were laughing, I be-
lieve they were much too young to 
understand the power of what they 
were really saying, but they seemed 
to have fun with the joke anyway. 

Today, I recognize the depth of wis-
dom contained in that little joke. For, 
the answer is quite true. The process 
of moving out of your head and into 
your heart can feel like the longest 
distance around. In fact, it can often-
times take a lifetime to reach. Yet, at 
the end of that journey is where our 
true wisdom lies, in our heart. The 
answers we are seeking can only be 
found there. But, for most of us, we 
spend time looking for answers in 
our heads. We attempt to ponder 
and to think it through. Albert Ein-

stein reminded us of the impossibil-
ity of doing that when he said, “You 
can’t solve a problem on the same 
level of thinking at which it was cre-
ated.” And, most of our problems are 
created by our thoughts. 

your happiness? If you are like me, 
perhaps you found it easier to search 
elsewhere for answers; in the stores, 
in the refrigerator, or perhaps in the 
next relationship. 

Our head so often speaks to us from 
fear, while the heart always speaks to 
us from love. Love holds a connection 
to a High Power, God, the Universe 
or as some call it, All That Is, while 
fear operates only from a place of in-
dividuality and separateness. Which 
one are you going to choose for 
your life? Which one have you been 
choosing? Are your choices and re-
actions coming from your thoughts, 
beliefs and fears or are they coming 
from the wisdom of your inner guid-
ance system that patiently waits for 
you, ready to drive your life in the 
direction of your dreams?

Your inner wisdom holds all of the 
answers you need. Knowing that is 
the first step. Learning how to get 
there and to access your answers is 
the next. Yours is a courageous jour-
ney. Perhaps this is a whisper from 
your soul. Learning to move from 
your head to your heart may be the 
farthest distance, but once you ar-
rive, it may prove to be the doorway 
to the next level of health and happi-
ness for your life. b

Alyse Rynor, LCSW has been counseling 

individuals, couples and families for over 

16 years in the area of personal growth and 

transformation. Also is also Certified in In-

tegrative Coaching, a program created by 

best- selling author, Debbie Ford based upon 

her work with the Shadow, and offers this 

model of healing work over the phone. (847) 

847.840.0884 to learn more.

The Longest Distance by Alyse Rynor

“All you need,  

lies within you.” 

~ Mary Anne Radmacher

Did you know that what we think 
and what we believe to be true deter-
mines the choices that we make? The 
interesting thing is that many times, 
what we believe to be true hasn’t 
even come from our own thoughts, 
but from the thoughts of another. 
We may have taken on the beliefs of 
a teacher, a parent or primary care-
giver, our religious upbringing or 
the neighborhood bully and we told 
ourselves they were true. 

When was the last time you stopped 
to go inside and ask your heart about 
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The Powerof Movement
“The movement in a person’s life, the weaken-

ing or dissolution of form, whether through 

old age, illness or some kind of personal 

tragedy, carries great potential for spiritual 

awakening – the dis-identification of con-

sciousness from form.”

–Eckhart Tolle (A New Earth)

When you allow life to unfold within 

each moment it gives movement to 

the form that is awakening spirit. 

Our consciousness holds perfection 
which is waiting to be witnessed. 
The question is: Do you feed your fearful 
conditioning rather than allowing the move-
ment of “what IS” to unfold, therefore expos-
ing YOUR infinite wisdom? My experi-
ence has been that when I operate 
from my ego/mind (conditioning) 
the movement within requires much 
of my life force energy, yet when I 
simply relax into the movement of 
“what IS” (the Now) all kinds of de-
sired results manifest. 

A number of years ago, I was in the 
hospital unable to move my body, 
completely motionless. The out-
side world saw this as a tragedy. My 
mind went into fear about my situa-
tion evoking thoughts that I would 
go mad. At that time, I could only 
see what my situation was and not 
the potential that was waiting to be 
seen. Eckhart shared with me to use 
this experience by investigating my 
stillness within and witnessing the 
movement of life which wanted to 
unfold. 

I released my fear in trust to Eck-
hart’s words and with every breath 
I brought my attention to each sec-
ond, as the actual moments felt too 
large to me. 

Immediately I became aware of my 
heartbeat which guided me to dive 
deeper within— which seemed to 
seed a new movement, a vibration 
arising throughout my body. Not 
able to physically move I was sur-
prised that I could feel these pro-
found movements that seemed to al-
low joy rather than fear. On the level 
of form, my situation looked like a 
loss. Yet on the level of essence I knwe 
it was a great gain.

As I allowed this movement within, 
an awakened state seemed to be  
understood in my body, and my 
“tragedy” ended in complete joy.  

I learned that action, although nec-
essary, is only a secondary factor in 
manifesting the external reality. The 
primary factor is the movement of al-
lowing consciousness to unfold. 

No matter how active we are, how 
much effort we make, I found that 
the movement in my state of con-
sciousness creates my outer world 
experience. b

Maggie Wilkins worked 

with Eckhart Tolle as 

his personal assistant 

when he first published 

The Power of Now  . 

Maggie works and teaches in the  

Chicago area and in Vancouver BC, shar-

ing her experience and knowledge in various 

groups and workshops. Reach Maggie at 

www.one-heart.net, or call 847-648-8955.
www.earthandspiritlonggrove.com

Crystals, books, music, singing bowls,

www.dakotaexpressions.com

jewelry & gifts for well-being.

323 Old McHenry Road • Long Grove
847-821-2116

Native American & Southwestern
jewelry, art, music & crafts.

Minnetonka moccasins & Sandals

317 Old McHenry Road • Long Grove
847-634-8250
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Cluttered? Get Clear! Organization and Transition Coach will organize your 
home or office with you. Call 847.776.8717 or email jane@cluttercoach.com. 
More info at www.cluttercoach.com, Clutter Coach Company

Spiritual Study Group Forming Inviting people of spiritual maturity to join 
with others of like mind. Seeking growth in understanding and the ageless 
wisdom. Together we will learn to serve others and develop a sense of life’s 
purpose. Come explore “why life is” with us. Non-denominational, non-
dogmatic and focused on serving humanity. Every Monday 7:30-9PM North 
side Chicago. 773-274-7534

Create Abundance. Make a greater impace on the world. Create freedom 
and wealth for yourself. Purpose Driven Entrepreneur. Call 800-292-3327.

Know anyone interested in: Improving skin/Looking younger? Hand held 
device using Galvanic technology gives amazing spa results at a fraction of 
the cost in 10 minutes or less. Visit www.spabeautyathome.com Call 708-
837-2822 Fantastic business opportunity as well. 

What holds you back from achieving your greatness?  Try a complimentary 
coaching session with Empowerment Coach Susan Loraine Barker.   
847-566-5884  www.mandalasbyloraine.com

Colonics 7 days a week at Partners in Wellness, located at 1967 N. Dayton, 
Chicago, IL 60614. Call 773.868.4062. Check out our website at www.
gutwisdom.com for our Gut Wisdom Detox Class and Cleanse.

Swedenborg Library 77 W. Washington at Clark, Ste.1700, Chicago Pro-
grams on spiritual and metaphysical topics-Common Ground- 
Chicago Call 312-346-7003 for our journal or see www.swedenborglib.org 

Shri Shivabalayogi Maharaj Meditation Blessings. Peace, Bliss and S elf-
Realization Guaranteed through Meditation. Receive Shivabalayogi’s photo, 
holy ash and meditation instructions. Free. Germaine, 108 Yogaville Way, 
Buckingham, VA 23921. www.meditate-shivabala.org

Join us at Science of Spirituality, 4S 175N Naperville Road, Naperville, a 
not-for-profit, international organzation, dedicated to love, unity and peace, 
focused on meditation on the Light of God called Jyoti meditation, under the 
leadership of Sant Rajinder Singh Ji Maharaj. 630.955.1200  800.222.2207  
www.sos.org  We offer  Introductory Meditation classes, vegetarian cooking 
classes, worshops, retreats, and spiritual talks by Sant Rajinder Singh Ji 
Maharaj. Ask for a free copy of our Enlightened Living Programs..

Family of Light Center, Charles Lightwalker 509-389-7290. World Sha-
manism apprentice program training includes monthly lessons, mentoring 
workshops, distant learning. Call or visit www.thefamilyoflight.net

SHALOM HOUSE www.aquietplacetobe.com Frank Lloyd Wright Design,  
Sleeps 10, Kettle Moraine Forest, Wisconsin 2 hrs from Chicago 414-870-7263

www.freelyreceive.net

Original Chi Machine.   www.WeakImmune.com  C.M. on Drs Show Video  
& Aspartame Bad Video (links page). Internal Whole Body Healing.  Better 
Health ONLY begins with Better Knowledge! Nutritional Program now INSUR-
ANCE for your family, available to members! Cheryl  888-209-1010. Stem 
Cell info. in Germany, New Zealand, Australia & more!!!

Classified Ads

Books, Unique Gifts, Workshops and Much More

“This place is like 

a mental vacation.”

“I like to come in and 

just breathe.”

“Your store is a point of light 

and there is so much healing 

energy in here.”

“This place should be a 

required stop for everyone!”

Come In.

Breathe.

Relax.

Think.

Feel.

Laugh.

Cry.

Be.

521 North Milwaukee Avenue  |  Libertyville, Illinois  60048
p:847.367.1581  |  www.thepresentmomentinc.com

Relax • Renew • Rejuvenate

Heaven on Earth Healing

151 N. York St., Suite 5N  |  Elmhurst  |  630-854-7236

Ann Marie Zakos, Certified Reiki Master

Special offer:Spec
Buy one session get one FREE!ssion

Offer expires Jan 15.xpires

Special offer:
Buy one session get one FREE! 

Offer expires Jan 15.

Reiki Healing  |  Energy Balancing  |  Distance Healing

H H
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Evolving 

Moving Out of a Rut

Community
by Julie Murphy Casserly

After my dad suffered his two strokes, 
he became difficult to be around be-
cause of his negativity. For months 
he was not easy to get along with. 
In his eyes, life was not good. After 
three months in intensive care and 
three months in a rehabilitation fa-
cility, the rest of us were just happy 
to heave him alive, but that wasn’t 
enough for him. Any effort to lift 
his spirits fell flat. It seemed that all 
he could do was complain. Eventu-
ally, my mom and I and each of my 
siblings concluded that we couldn’t 
help him any longer. We were all 
tapped out. He needed to find the 
will to live inside himself.

After hearing the same complaints 
over and over again, it seemed like 
Dad was keeping an itemized mental 
list of things that weren’t going right, 
and it was endless! Still, I continued 
to believe that there was a spark of 
happiness in him, which once in a 
while, you could see. He just had to 
find a way to let it emerge. I remem-
ber asking him once how he was, 
and, as usual, he began reciting all 
the things that were wrong in his life 
and what he hated about his situa-
tion. I felt so frustrated that I let out a 
plea, ”Dad, isn’t there anything in your 
life that’s good anymore?” He looked 
a little surprised, but at that moment 
a tiny window opened into his soul 
allowing a sparkle of hope to escape. 
With a disgruntled look on his face, 
he declared, “Well, I’m sure glad I’m 
not in that darn wheelchair any-
more!” Ever so slowly, he began seek-
ing out other things that made him 
happy. Sure, he still has a “crabby list’ 
and some days are better than others. 

Now when I talk to him, he usually 
catches himself and tries to identify 
something that’s going well. This is 
heart-warming. The dad I love and 
adore is coming back. We all get 
stuck in various ruts. Some of them 
can be pretty deep and painful. But 
one of the wonderful miracles of the 
human condition is that happiness is 
our birthright. We have the ability to 
escape the doldrums of life and return 
to the bliss we were born with.

Actually, happiness is a funny thing. 
Just like the interest that compounds 
in a savings account, happiness grows 
exponentially. It has a ripple effect. It 
also feeds on happy behavior. One 
day in the office, my staff was re-
ally stressed out. I pulled out a sheet 
of smiley-face stickers and walked 
around putting them on everybody 
and everything. We all couldn’t help 
but laugh. In one silly moment, the 
whole mood changed. What’s im-
portant to recognize is that all you 
need is one happy moment to carry 
into the next and the next and so 
on. Soon you have a whole string of 

happy moments that keep building 
on each other. Remember, it only 
takes one tiny giggle to inspire a big 
burst of laughter.

Certified Financial Planner Julie Murphy 
Casserly is a Chicago-based entrepreneur and 
author. She founded JMC Wealth Manage-
ment in 2000, and works with clients world-
wide, singles and couples, some just starting 
out, others with a high net worth who are 
contemplating retirement. Many have reached 
a crossroads or a major obstacle and need 
help getting “unstuck,” so that they can move  
forward, without being burdened by a lifetime 
of accumulated misconceptions about money 
and wealth. www.emotionbehindmoney.com

This is an excerpt from Julie’s new book,  
The Emotion Behind Money. 

To help others, Julie has declared her mis-
sion to “financially heal America” by help-
ing people understand their feelings towards 
money, and how these attitudes affect how 
they earn, spend and save (or, conversely, 
accumulate debt).
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Acupuncture

Healing Spring Acupuncture Center, Andrea and Mitzi . . . . . 847-901-1800

Healing Traditions, Lisa Decatorsmith, Carrie Wilhelm . . . . .847-381-6400 
Barrington

Chiropractic and Wellness Centers

Center of Integrative Manual Therapy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .630-279-0032 
Care by licensed physical therapists. Elmhurst, Deerfield, 
Downtown Chicago

Hayashi Integrative Health Center, Hayashi Mikiharu, DC  . .847-593-1794 
AK. Nutrition, Acupuncture, Detox

The Center for Well Being, 509 West Main Street, Barrington 
Mark S. Gibson, M.D., Medical Acupuncture  . . . . . . . . . . . . .847-304-4073 
Suzanne Gibson, LCSW, PhD, Solution Oriented Therapy  . . .847-304-1062

Coaching

Christina Samycia, PsyD, Psychotherapist and Life Coach  . (312) 285-5287 
FREE First half-hour consultation, 77 W Washington, #1519 in Chicago

Counseling & Coaching Services, Galina Buckhout, LPC, NCC .773-592-4069

Deborah Todd, CPCC, ACC, www.lifecoach-deborah.com . . .630-262-0881 
Louise Hay certified workshop leader, certified life coach

Ripple Effects Life Coaching, Rosemary Walter,  . . . . . . . . . . 847-650-9377

The Spirited Path Coaching, Patti Baron Schreiber . . . . . . . . 630-624-5362 
www.thespiritedpath.com   Move forward and love your life!

ShiningLite—Illuminating the Path to Your Soul . . . . . . . . .847-309-0376 
Janice Olson, CHt Spiritual Life Coach and Angel Therapy Practitioner™. 
Life Path Readings reveal purpose, gifts, conflicts and challenges. Angel 
Readings discover guardians and how they assist, guide and heal. Animal 
Totems aid personal and spiritual growth. Spiritual Life Path Coaching 
helps clarify goals, identify and overcome obstacles. Choose a path that 
reflects personal values and purpose. By appt. www.shininglite.com  
email AngelicLightworker@msn.com 

Energy Work 

Atman Wellbeing, Masaru Kato . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.atmanwellbeing.com

ARCH® (Ancient Rainbow Conscious Healing) . . . . . . . . . . .847-687-7886 
Kathy Georgen, ARCH Teacher & Practitioner, Gurnee

Catherine White, Dipl. ABT, R.I., M.M.Q. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .847-358-8968 
MI ZAI Shiatsu energy balancing & Medical Qigong treatments.

Wauconda Therapeutic Center . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .847-526-2558 
Reflexology, Lymphatic Drainage, Therapeutic Massage,  
EFT Coaching, and  Cranial-Sacral.

Energy Healing Practitioner, Liz Jacobucci . . . . . . . . . . . . . .708-798-9107 
www.lizjacobucci.com

East-West Integrated Therapies, Dr. Christine Rogers  . . . . .847-458-6220 
Ancient to modern traditions for mind, body and psycho-spiritual health. 
We feature holistic and oriental medical evaluations and treatments includ-
ing acupuncture, stress reduction, energy medicine and massage therapy. 
New Barrington location!

EFT (Emotional Freedom Tehcniques), Tom Masbaum . . . . .708-687-2101 
Simple tapping procedure to eliminate emotional and many  

physical symptoms. Success guaranteed or no charge.  
Classes and individuals (also by phone). CEU’s (LCSW’s -  
MT’s - Reflexologists). Testimonials on www.EFT-Tom.com

Christine Sonnen, ATP, www.christinesonnen.com . . . . . . . .847-438-2529 
Energy Psychology, ThetaHealing Certification Training

Ganfield Therapeutics, Lisa Ganfield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .847-244-7070 
Specialists in gentle pain relief through Myofascial Release  
www.ganfieldtherapeutics.com

Heaven on Earth Healing, Reiki by Ann Marie Zakos . . . . . . .630-854-7236

HolEssence – Certified Holistic Therapies  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .815-276-7173 
Laurie Buchanan, phd, hhp, cht, rmt, www.HolEssence.com

Reiki Treatments and Classes, Rivian Wolf, rmt . . . . . . . . . .847-488-0041 
In-Person & Distance—People & Pets

Rosen Method, Kathy Broxton practitioner and lmt . . . . . . . .847-680-1829 
Gentle bodywork resulting in muscle relaxation, followed by  
awareness and release of memories patterns and feelings.

Sacred Spaces Bodywork, Dodie Corcoran . . . . . . . . . . . . . .815-337-5704

Shiatsu and Naturopathy, Sharon Fullington . . . . . . . . . . . . .847-223-8568 
Grayslake, www.bodyworksandmore.com

Tantra, Shamanism and Intuitive Healing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .312-794-7010 
www.circleoflifetantra.com, jiakhechari@yahoo.com

Feng Shui, Space Clearing and Organizing

Clutter Coach Company, jane@cluttercoach.com  . . . . . . . . .847-776-8717 
Professional Organizer and Life Coach

Nutrition, Health Food, Skin Care, Yoga Products, Stones

Blue Feather Books & Botanicals, Ltd. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .708-352-8481 
19 W. Harris Avenue, LaGrange. Shamanic readings/practitioner. private 
shamanic consultations and other esoteric services.

Earth and Spirit, Nick and Jody Fischer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .847-821-2116

Original Chi Machine, Internal Whole Body Healing, Cheryl .888-209-1010 
KidneysDamaged.com– AutismKidsCure.com– BloatingBelly.com

Qivana–Balanced Body, Jill Kiley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .847-271-4473 

Quintessence Creations, Nancy Schilli, Gurnee . . . . . . . . . . . 847.625.1157

TAO Trading, Inc. Mona Buechler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .773-764-6542 
www.best massagetable.com

The Present Moment, www.thepresentmomentinc.com . . . .847-367-1581

Law and Mediation

Linda B. Kroll, Therapist, Mediator and Attorney . . . . . . . . . .847-914-0560 
www.lindakroll.com

Marketing & Graphic Design

Graphic Design and Promotional Materials . . . . . . . . . . . . 847-726-2093 
Logos, brochures, websites, custom designed

Past Life Regression, Hypnosis, Therapy and Counseling 

Empowerment Counseling, Rivian Wolf, ma, lpc, ncc . . . . . . .847-870-0797

Professional Directory
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Endless Possibilities, Sharon Cohen (local number) . . . . . . .224-595-8369 
Clearing limitations from your subconscious www.endlesspossibilities2.com

Nancy Ging, acsw, lcsw, www.nancyging.net  . . . . . . . . . . . . .630-323-5402 
Holistic Psychotherapy, Hypnosis, Energy Psychology, EMDR

Susan Wisehart, m.s., cht, lmft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .847-438-7878 
Trained by Dr. Brian Weiss, www.susanwisehart.com

Massage

Listening Touch Massage, Laura Rose Boyle . . . . . . . . . . . . . 773-726-8733  
Breema®, Bodywork & Yoga, Glenview & Lakeview, www.listeningtouch.net.

Massage Shop, Bonnie, Free aura photo w/massage! . . . . . .815-459-4955

Pilgramage

John of God Healing, David Griffin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .248-217-1765

Pets

Companion Animal Holistic Medicine, Dr. Susan Fife . . . . . .847-757-6654 
Veterinary Chiropractic, Acupuncture, Homeopathy

Holistic Veterinary Care, Dogs-Cats-Horses, More . . . . .www.wholevet.net 
Debra J. Rykoff, dvm 847-381-8458, John J. Hanover, dvm . . .847-997-4401

Schools, Learning and Personal Growth

Blake Cahoon, Connecting with your Angels Book  . . . . . . . .847-731-0614

Empowerment Counseling, Rivian Wolf, ma, lpc, ncc . . . . . . .847-488-0041

I.M.U. Inner Metamorphosis University  . . . . . . . . . . 773-262-1IMU (468) 
Jeffrey Tippman, www.Lifesurfing.com

MI ZAI Shiatsu–Chicago, Catherine White, Director . . . . . . . 847-358-8968 
Shiatsu, meditation and Medical Qigong classes and enhancement work-
shops. Open the connection to your inner self and life purpose— Learn to 
help others walk the path of wholeness with Asian Bodywork Therapy.

Movement Meditation Classes, Susan Cahill  . . . . . . . . . . . .847-920-1556 
Call for bi-monthly classes and information.

Quantum Matrix Center, Reiki, massage, yoga & more  . . . .847-387-3511

Reiki Classes, Rivian Wolf, Reiki Master Teacher  . . . . . . . . .847-870-0797

Reverend Barbara Rocha, Teacher & Spiritual Counselor . . .630-510-7104

Science of Spirituality, Cathy Gallagher . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .630-955-1200

Vibrations Reiki, Andrea Friedmann, RMT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 773-338-7890 
Groups, sessions, classes, and mentoring. www.vibrationsreikitouch.com

WomensWisdom, Jeanmarie Dwyer-Wrigley, m.s. . . . . . . . . .847-776-4230 
“Where living the dream, creates the reality.”  
Workshops: Creative Expression in comedy, drama, story telling; Sacred 
Movement, Dance; Feminine Spirituality Cinema; Women’s Celtic Spiritual 
Circle; Thriving Women Support Group. www.womenswisdom.org

Soul, Spiritual and Intuitive Counseling & Psychology

Agatha Moeller, msw, lcsw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .312-932-9163 
Counseling Individuals & Couples as well as  
Intuitive Consultat ions, Chicago Office Location 

Christina Samycia, PsyD, Psychotherapist and Life Coach  . . 312-285-5287 
FREE First half-hour consultation, 77 W Washington, #1519 in Chicago

Empowerment Coaching with Susan Loraine Barker, CEC . . . 847-566-5884 
www.mandalasbyloraine.com

Illumination Mediumship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .847.838.5694 
Mediumship readings by intuitive relay medium Leslie Anne.  
Connect to your deceased loved one. www.illuminationmediumship.com

Rebecca Hill, Teacher • Speaker • Intuitive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .847-438-1070 
Readings or consultations by appointment only. Speaking engagements to 
groups of four or more.

Yoga

Jingui Golden Shield Qu Gong, Teresa Mullam Frease . . . . .312-479-0010 
Health, Vitality, Energy. www.jingui.com

Yoga Therapy for Children and Families, Mira Binzen, ryt . .773-465-4932 
All conditions assessed; Payment by donation

Be Fearless 
Our fears can hold us back in exponential ways.   
Identifying what we are afraid of and acknowledging  
the fear is a way to begin releasing it.  

By taking a step, any step, despite our fears, we begin the 
path on an unknown journey that when we are open to it, 
can bring us amazing clarity, abundance and joy. 

Submitted by Patti Baron Schreiber

Call 847-726-2093 to order by phone.

www.evolvingmarketplace.com

REIKI 
EnERgy PEndants

Made by local artist,  

designer and Reiki 

master debbie Mackall, 

these pendants are 

wrapped in copper  

and infused with  

Reiki energy.

Choose the color and 

shape that feels right  

for you— your inner 

self will know just  

what you need, and 

that will be the one that 

most attracts you in 

color shape and feel.
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you can also find them at The Present Moment in Libertyville, 
Earth & Spirit in Long grove and  Sacred Earth in antioch.

Call 847-726-2093 to order by phone.

The Quantum Matrix Center

From God to You: Absolute Truth. Elliott Eli Jackson
www.quantummatrixcenter.com   |   847-387-3511

Channeled messages 
from local man, 
Elliott Eli Jackson in 
Barrington.

If you have ever asked 
yourself how our 
universe was created, 
or if angels really 
exist, or what 
happens after death 
and other timeless 
questions, Absolute 
Truth is for you!

Living A New Earth Discussion Groups

Don’t miss this unique opportunity 
to take your journey deeper!

Wauconda Group  
Honey Hill Coffee Company
107 S. Main Street, downtown Wauconda

Nov 4 & 18 and Dec 2 & 16
7:30pm to 9:00pm, $15 per session

Chicago Group— Intensive  
The Crowne Plaza Chicago Metro
733 W Madison

November 8 and December 6
2:30pm to 4:30pm, $25 per session    

All are welcome to attend, it is not a requirement 
to have read Eckhart’s books, yet is it helpful.  
Join Maggie & friends and learn the gift of silence 
with the infinite wisdom that it evokes to enrich 
our lives NOW. These groups are fun, life 
changing, healing and enlightening.

Maggie Wilkins has been facilitating Power of Now 
groups and workshops since 2000, in Vancouver 
Canada and Chicago IL.  As Eckhart Tolle’s 

assistant, she had the opportunity to learn from 
Eckhart his unique teaching tools that guide us into 

joy even while pain is present.  

Contact Maggie Wilkins: teachings@one-heart.net or www.one-heart.net

facilitated by Maggie Wilkins



You have been motivated to capture the true nature in yourself (namely True Self or Higher Self ), which is an infinite 
consciousness filled with love and the force of creation.  As it emerges in yourself, you will detach yourself from false 
identities: emotions, thoughts, and memories which have disturbed you.  This will bring you liberation from pain and 
suffering.  The problem is that any effort to capture your True Self turns you away from just that, because it is not something 
obtainable.  The True Self is, in other words, the Witness that is observing every aspect of your being: body, idea, thought, 
emotion, sensation, feeling and so on.  Like the eye that cannot see its own eyeball, whatever you can see cannot be the 
Seer/the True Self/the Witness.  Everything you can know about yourself is not the True Self.  As long as you are trying to see, 
know, or grasp it, you move away from your true nature.

You need to stop trying to capture the True Self.  You have been already with it, if you will simply let it manifest itself in your 
life.  Any effort does not work; therefore, the non-effort/doing-nothing approach is a key to let your true essence emerge.  
At this workshop, you will practice an “effortless effort,” and will be aligned with the state of “passionate equanimity.” Every 
process at this workshop will help you to release any desire to achieve something, to control something, and to protect 
yourself.  You will do nothing, fight nothing, resist nothing, and expect nothing.  You will surrender yourself to the moment 
of Void, while retaining the power to create your life.  Within this surrendering state, your true essence unfolds in the space 
of no boundary.  The more you surrender, the more you are fulfilled.  The more you unguard yourself , the safer you feel.  
Surrender will lead you to enlightenment, where you experience deep happiness, quietness, peacefulness, joy, and 
fulfillment.

Infinite Consciousness Seminar
Doorway to the Unity Consciousness
by Masaru Kato

Times:  Sat. & Sun. , Dec 19-20, 2009,
starting 10:00 am on Sat., 
ending at 6:00 pm on Sun.

The real is near, You do not have to search for it;
And a man who seeks truth will never find it.            — Krishnamurti

www.atmanwellbeing.com

Everyone is welcome if you are dedicated to your spiritual growth.  

This workshop will be an opportunity to touch your true essence, which is the Mind of God.

To enter the ultimate state of  consciousness, we will engage in: 
– Meditations that lead us to the surrendering state 
– Receiving transformational energy 
– Group healing work 
– Yoga or stretch work 
– Silent meditation 
– Discussions about consciousness 

Investment: $280 (workshop), 
$40 (meal plan), $55 (lodging)

Location: Loretto Center, Wheaton, IL, check the web site below for directions

To sign up or for further information, 
please contact Masaru Kato, 
at 847-989-4261, 
or info@atmanwellbeing.com. 


